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Wake up, the sun is here it's burning up your room
Making getting ready easier to do
Wake up, wont you wake up soon... 

N get up, do you even care about today
We made plans and now your sleeping them away
Get up, wont you get up soon... 

And ya I made plans to drive all night... 
Till there's nothing that we can do
(I'll send a message straight to you)

C'mon, the worlds getting ready
Last call for the work they've been waiting on
C'mon you need to hurry
Is it so hard when you try to

Wake up, what have you been doing all these years
You've been lying just to hide away with tears
N I know, what you don't

Cause you see we're all... a part of something bigger
than ourselves
So get up and stop just living for yourself
N get up, won't you get up soon... 

And ya I made plans to drive all night... 
Till there's nothing that we can do
When you get caught on someone new
Is there anything I can do
(I'll send a this message straight to you)

C'mon, the worlds getting ready
Last call for the work they've been waiting on
C'mon you need to hurry
Is it so hard when you try to Wake up... 

When the sun comes down
Lights up this empty town
I hope it leads you home, where I need you the most
If you love me too, I hope you get up soon
And make your way back home, where I need you the
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most... 

C'mon the worlds getting ready... oh
C'mon, C'mon, C'mon... 

And the sun comes down
Lights up this empty town
I hope it leads you home, where I need you the most
And if you love me too, I hope you get up soon
And make your way back home, where I need you the
most... 

C'mon, the worlds getting ready
Last call for you... 
C'mon You need to hurry
C'mon... 

Wake up, the sun is here it's burning up your room
Making getting ready easier to do
Wake up, wont you wake up soon...
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